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Abstract
In the present paper we consider biologically motivated reduction
operations on double occurrence words. Then we define the nesting
index of a double occurrence word to be the least number of reduction
operations it takes for a word to be reduced to the empty word. We
use chord diagrams and circle graphs as tools to study the nesting
index of double occurrence words.
Keywords: Ciliate biology, Gauss codes, double occurrence word, chord
diagram, circle graph
1 Introduction
Certain 4-valent rigid vertex graphs, called assembly graphs, have been used to
model the genome rearrangement processes that occur in species of single-celled
organisms called ciliates, for example, in [1]. A particular class of assembly graphs
can be represented by double occurrence words, also known as Gauss codes.
In the following sections of the paper we define double occurrence words of a
certain form which relate to patterns observed [7] in the scrambled genomes of the
ciliate species, Oxytricha. We use the double occurrence words of a specific form
to define reduction operations for double occurrence words in general. In turn
we define the nesting index of a double occurrence word to be the least number
of reduction operations it takes for a word to be reduced to the empty word. We
briefly discuss the computation of the nesting index and we provide a table with
the counts of all double occurrence words with nesting index from 1 to 10 and size
from 1 to 9. We use the table to propose a conjecture on the minimum number of
letters needed to construct a double occurrence word with nesting index n ∈ N.
We continue our study of the nesting index with the notions of chord di-
agrams and circle graphs which can be useful tools, for example in [4], when
working with double occurrence words. In particular, we give several results that
relate the nesting index of a double occurrence word to its chord diagram. We
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(b) Non-simple assembly graph
Figure 1: Examples of assembly graphs
go on to present examples of words which have isomorphic circle graphs but ar-
bitrarily large differences in nesting indices. We conclude the paper with some
open questions involving the nesting index and circle graphs.
2 Preliminaries
A graph G = (V,E) is a pair consisting of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E
where the two endpoints of an edge in E are vertices in V . We allow for multiple
edges to be associated with a single pair of vertices; this is sometimes referred to
as a multigraph. If e is an edge and v is an endpoint of e, then e is said to be
incident to v. The number of edges incident to a vertex v is called the degree of v.
By convention, a loop, defined as an edge with one endpoint, contributes 2 to the
degree of a vertex. A vertex is called rigid if all of its incident edges are fixed in a
cyclic order. An assembly graph is a finite graph in which all vertices are rigid and
have degree 1 or 4. Figure 1 shows some examples of assembly graphs. A vertex
with degree 1 is called an endpoint. In Figure 1(a), v0 and v3 are endpoints. In
the remainder of this paper we assume that an assembly graph has endpoints,
unless otherwise stated. If v is a rigid 4-valent vertex with incident edges in the
cyclic arrangement (e1, e2, e3, e4), then e2 and e4 are called neighbors of e1 and
e3. In the case that e2 is a loop and e2 = e3, then we have that e2 is both a
neighbor and not a neighbor of e1. In Figure 1(a) e1 has neighbors e3 and e4 and
in Figure 1(b) e3 has neighbors e4 and e5.
Assembly graphs are of particular interest because of their recent use to model
genome rearrangement in ciliates. Ciliates are unicellular organisms which contain
two types of nuclei, the germline (micronuclear) and somatic (macronuclear). The
micronucleus contains segments of DNA found in the macronucleus but often in a
permuted order and separated by non-coding DNA. During sexual reproduction
the micronuclear genome undergoes massive elimination of non-coding DNA and
rearrangement to obtain a new macronucleus. We refer the reader to [7] for a
more thorough treatment of the biological background and we recommend [1] for
more on the assembly graph model.
For an assembly graph Γ with endpoints v0 and vn, a transverse path is a
sequence γ = (v0, e1, v1, e2, . . . , en, vn) satisfying: (1) (v0, . . . , vn) is a sequence
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of a subset of vertices of Γ with possible repetition of the same vertex at most
twice, (2) {e1, . . . , en} is a set of distinct edges such that ei is incident to vi−1
and vi for i = 2, . . . , n, and (3) ei is not a neighbor of ei−1 with respect to the
rigid vertex vi−1, for i = 2, . . . , n. An assembly graph Γ is called simple if there is
a transverse Eulerian path in Γ, meaning there is a transverse path that contains
every edge from Γ exactly once. The assembly graph in Figure 1(a) is simple with
endpoints v0 and v3, while the assembly graph in Figure 1(b) is non-simple with
two transverse components; one without endpoints and the other with endpoints
v0 and v3. In the remainder of this paper all assembly graphs are assumed to be
simple, unless otherwise stated.
We now establish a convention for representing simple assembly graphs by
words. A double occurrence word w is a word containing symbols (or letters)
from a finite alphabet such that every symbol in w appears exactly twice. Let Γ
be a simple assembly graph with vertices v1, . . . vn. Given a transverse Eulerian
path of Γ, γ = (vi0 , e1, vi1 , . . . , e2n+1, vi2n+1) for ik ∈ {1, . . . , n}, note that all
vertices except endpoints, vi0 and vi2n+1 , are visited exactly twice. Thus, we can
represent Γ by the double occurrence word vi1vi2 · · · vi2n . For example, the graph
in Figure 1(a) has transverse Eulerian path (v0, e1, v1, e2, v2, e3, v1, e4, v2, e5, v3)
and so we can represent the graph by the double occurrence word v1v2v1v2.
It will sometimes be convenient to label double occurrence words in a conven-
tional manner. Let w1 be a word over the alphabet Σ1 and w2 a word over the
alphabet Σ2 such that |w1| = n = |w2|. Then we say w2 = b1b2 · · · bn is a relabel-
ing of w1 = a1a2 · · · an when ai = aj if and only if bi = bj for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.
A word w over a finite alphabet Σ = {1, 2, . . . , n} is in ascending order if the
left-most symbol is 1 and every other symbol in w is at most 1 value greater than
any symbol appearing to the left of it. The assembly graph in Figure 1(a) can
be represented by the double occurrence word v1v2v1v2 or in ascending order by
1212. We use wasc to denote the unique relabeling of a word w such that wasc is
in ascending order.
A double occurrence word w with n distinct symbols has size n and length
|w| = 2n. We use ǫ to denote the empty word, a word containing no symbols.
We say u is a subword of a word w, written u ⊑ w, if we can write w = suv,
where s, u, and v are also words (possibly empty). Two words w1 and w2 are
said to be disjoint if they have no letter in common. If w = a1a2 · · · an, then
wR = an · · · a2a1 is called the reverse of w. Two words w1 and w2 over an
alphabet Σ are said to be reverse equivalent if w1 = w2 or w1 = w
R
2 .
3 Reductions on double occurrence words
In the present section we introduce notation which will be useful for defining
reduction operations on double occurrence words. We then introduce the notions
of a repeat word and a return word. We use these words to define the reduction
operations on double occurrence words. The reduction operations will be used to
define the nesting index of a double occurrence word.
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3.1 Reduction notation
Definition 1. If w = w1vw2 where w and v are both double occurrence words,
then w − v = w1w2 is called the subword removal of v from w.
Definition 2. If D = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is a set containing disjoint double occur-
rence subwords of w, and O = (v1, . . . , vn) is an ordering of D, then we use w−DO
to mean ((· · · ((w − v1)− v2) · · · )− vn).
Remark 1. If D is a set of disjoint double occurrence subwords of w and O and O′
are two orderings of D, then w−DO = w−DO′ and hence, we will write w−D.
Definition 3. If w = w1aw2aw3 is a double occurrence word and a ∈ Σ, then
w − a = w1w2w3 is called the letter removal of a from w.
Example 1. Let w = 1123234554. Then
1. w − 4554 = 112323,
2. w − {11, 4554} = ((w − 4554) − 11) = 2323, and
3. w − 3 = 11224554.
3.2 Reductions motivated by biology
Several sources ([5], [7], and [3], for example) have observed frequently occurring
sequences in the scrambled micronuclear genome of certain ciliate species. The
sources propose theories that relate the nesting of these sequences in micronuclear
DNA to the evolutionary complexity of the species. Potentially, the more nested
the sequences are, the more mutated, or evolved, the ciliate species may be. In
the present section we introduce double occurrence words of a specific form to
match the observed sequences and we use these words to introduce the notion of
a nesting index of a double occurrence word. From a biological perspective the
nesting index could be seen as a measurement of the evolutionary complexity of
a scrambled ciliate genome.
Definition 4. A return word is a word of the form
a1a2 · · · anan · · · a2a1, ai ∈ Σ for all i, and ai 6= aj for i 6= j.
A repeat word is a word of the form
a1a2 · · · ana1a2 · · · an, ai ∈ Σ for all i, and ai 6= aj for i 6= j.
Remark 2. All repeat words and return words are double occurrence words.
Definition 5. Let R denote the set of all repeat words and return words and let
w be a double occurrence word. Then a word u said to be a maximal subword of
w with respect to R if u ⊑ w, u ∈ R, and u ⊑ v ⊑ w implies v /∈ R or u = v.
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(a) 123321 is a return word
1 2 3 4
(b) 12341234 is a repeat word
Figure 2: Assembly graphs of a repeat word and a return word
When we wish to distinguish between repeat words and return words we
sometimes say a maximal return word of w to mean a return word that is a
maximal subword of w with respect to R and similarly for a maximal repeat word
of w. Note that the word aa for some a ∈ Σ may be a maximal subword with
respect to R which is both a repeat word and a return word. In the remainder of
the paper, a maximal subword of a word w will mean a maximal subword with
respect to R.
Example 2. Let w = 1233214545. Then 123321, 2332, 33, and 4545, are all
subwords of w which are repeat or return words. 2332 and 33 are not maximal
subwords because they are subwords of the return word 123321. On the other
hand, 123321 and 4545 are maximal subwords of w.
Remark 3. If s is a repeat word or a return word and we write s = uv where u
and v are both non-empty, then neither u nor v is a double occurrence word.
Note that if S is a set of double occurrence subwords of w, and the words in
S are not pairwise disjoint, then w − S may not be defined as it is for disjoint
subwords in Definition 2. The following lemma and corollary show that if Mw is
the set of maximal subwords of a double occurrence word w, then Mw is a set of
disjoint subwords of w, hence, w −Mw is defined.
Lemma 1. Let w be a double occurrence word with subwords s1 and s2, such that
s1 ∈ R and s2 ∈ R. If s1 6⊑ s2 and s2 6⊑ s1, then s1 and s2 are disjoint words.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that s1 and s2 have at least one letter in com-
mon. First, consider the case that there exists a subword separating s1 and s2,
that is w = u1s1u2s2u3. However, since s1 and s2 are double occurrence words
(Remark 2), a separation would contradict the assumption that w is double oc-
currence. Note that the outcome is the same if we let any combination of u1, u2
and u3 be empty words.
Then suppose the subwords s1 and s2 have an overlap, meaning that without
loss of generality we can write s1 = v1u and s2 = uv2. Since s1 6⊑ s2 and
s2 6⊑ s1, it follows that v1 and v2 are non-empty. However, u can not be a double
occurrence word (Remark 3). Then there exists a letter a in u such that a has
only one occurrence in u. However, since s1 and s2 are double occurrence words
(Remark 2), then a has at least 3 occurrences in w. This contradicts the fact that
w is a double occurrence word.
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Directly from Definition 5 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. If u1 and u2 are distinct maximal subwords of a double occurrence
word w, then u1 and u2 are disjoint words.
Using the notion of maximal subwords we define two reduction operations on
double occurrence words.
Definition 6. Let w be a double occurrence word. We say w′ is obtained from
w by reduction operation 1 if w′ = w − {u : u is a maximal subword of w}. We
say w′ is obtained from w by reduction operation 2 if for some a ∈ Σ, w′ = w−a.
Figure 3 gives an example of each reduction operation applied to the word
123324564561.
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(a) 11 obtained from 123324564561
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(b) 2332456456 obtained from
123324564561
Figure 3: Examples of reduction operations 1 (left) and 2 (right)
Definition 7. A reduction of w is a sequence of words (u0, u1, . . . , un) in which
(1) u0 = w, (2) for 0 ≤ k < n, uk+1 is obtained from uk by application of one of
the reduction operations, and (3) un = ǫ.
Note that every double occurrence word has at least one reduction (in any
case we can remove a letter from ui to obtain a possible ui+1), and most double
occurrence words, in fact, have many distinct reductions.
Example 3. Consider w = 1234554231. Applying reduction operation 1 to w
gives w1 = 123231. A second application of the reduction operation to w1 gives 11,
and so a third application gives ǫ. Then R1 = (1234554231, 123231, 11, ǫ) is a re-
duction of w. For a second example, if we apply reduction operation 2 to w by re-
moving the letter 3, we get w′1 = 12455421. Since w
′
1 is a return word, an applica-
tion of reduction operation 1 to w′1 gives ǫ. Then R2 = (1234554231, 12455421, ǫ)
is also a reduction of w.
Definition 8. A double occurrence word w is called 1-reducible if there exists a
reduction (u0, u1, . . . , un) of w such that for all 0 ≤ i < n, ui+1 is obtained from
ui by application of reduction operation 1.
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In the previous example we saw that w = 1234554231 is 1-reducible by reduc-
tion R1. In the following section we give a characterization of words which are
1-reducible.
Definition 9. NI(w) := min{n : (u0, u1, . . . , un) is a reduction of w} is the nest-
ing index of the double occurrence word w.
In [2] it is shown that two assembly graphs Γ1 and Γ2 are isomorphic if and
only if the double occurrence words of Γ1 and Γ2 are reverse equivalent. Note that
if w1 and w2 are reverse equivalent, then every repeat (return) word in w1 appears
as a repeat (return) word in w2. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence
between reductions of w1 and reductions of w2, hence, NI(w1) = NI(w2). It
follows that the nesting index is an invariant of assembly graphs.
Note that in Example 3, the second word inR1 is obtained from w by removing
a subword of length 4. In R2 the second word is obtained from w by a letter
removal. Although we removed less from w in the beginning for R2, the number
of reduction operations needed to reduce w to the empty word was less than in
R1. This example shows that a greedy algorithm based on the number of letters
to be removed would be incorrect for the computation of the nesting index. The
current algorithm1 to compute the nesting index is slightly better than brute
force. It is unknown whether there exists a more efficient algorithm to compute
the nesting index of a double occurrence word.
Using the aforementioned C program we were able to obtain Table 1 which
gives counts on the number of double occurrence words (labeled in ascending
order) with a given size and nesting index. For words of size ≤ 9 the counts for
all nesting indices are given. For words of size 10, 11, 12, the number of words
is quite large and so the computation for all nesting indices would be somewhat
time consuming. However, the following lemma allows us to more easily compute
the counts of words of size 10, 11, 12 and respective nesting indices 8, 9, 10.
Lemma 2. If w and w′ are double occurrence words such that w′ = w − a for
some letter a ∈ Σ, then NI(w) ≤ NI(w′) + 1.
Proof. If NI(w′) = n, let (u0, u1, . . . , un) be a reduction of w
′. Then
(w, u0, u1, . . . , un) is a reduction of w in which u0 = w
′ = w − a. Thus, NI(w) ≤
n+ 1 = NI(w′) + 1.
In the concluding remarks, we use Table 1 to give a conjecture on the minimum
number of letters needed to construct a word with nesting index n ∈ N.
4 A study on the nesting index
Chord diagrams and circle graphs are useful tools in the study of double occur-
rence words, for example in [4]. In the present section we use chord diagrams
and circle graphs as tools to study the nesting index of double occurrence words.
1Implemented in C code, readily available for download at
http://knot.math.usf.edu/software/NI/nest_index.c
Size Nesting Index
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 7 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 17 78 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 41 424 479 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 99 1915 6248 2133 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 239 7914 50247 69879 6856 0 0 0 0 0
8 577 31370 328810 1004642 648065 13561 0 0 0 0
9 1393 122530 1927900 10125920 17081040 5187788 12854 0 0 0
10 2019 0 0
11 4 0
12 0
Table 1: Number of double occurrence words (labeled in ascending order)
with a given size and nesting index
We give a characterization of 1-reducible words. This characterization allows us
to show that for arbitrary n ≥ 0 there exists a word with nesting index n. We
conclude the section with some open questions involving the nesting index.
4.1 Nesting index and chord diagram
A chord diagram is a pictorial representation of a double occurrence word w
obtained by arranging the 2n letters of w around the circumference of a circle
and then for each letter, joining the two occurrences of the same letter by a
chord of the circle. A chord diagram C′ is said to be a sub-chord diagram of a
chord diagram C if the chords of C′ make up some subset of the chords of C.
Note that every double occurrence word corresponds to some chord diagram but
also that two distinct double occurrence words (possibly in ascending order) may
correspond to two chord diagrams which differ only by the labeling of chords.
Occasionally a base point in a chord diagram C is used to point out the first letter
of the word that corresponds to C.
Example 4. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) are chord diagram representations of
the return word 12344321 and repeat word 12341234, respectively.
Remark 4. In the chord diagram of any return word no pair of chords intersects.
In the chord diagram of any repeat word every pair of chords intersects.
Remark 5. If w is a double occurrence word that corresponds to a chord diagram
C and u ⊑ w is also a double occurrence word, then the chords in C associated
with u have no intersection with the chords in C that correspond to the symbols
in w − u.
Theorem 1. Let w be a double occurrence word. Then w is 1-reducible if and
only if the chord diagram of w does not contain the chord diagram in Figure 5 as
a sub-chord diagram.
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(a) Chord diagram for the return word
12344321
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(b) Chord diagram for the repeat word
12341234
Figure 4: Chord diagram representations of double occurrence words
Figure 5: Chord diagram C1×2 associated with double occurrence words
121323, 123213, and 123132
Proof. Let us refer the chord diagram of w as C and the chord diagram in Figure 5
as C1×2. The proof follows by induction on the size of w. One can easily verify
that all words of size 1 and 2 are 1-reducible and their chord diagrams have less
than three chords, hence, do not contain C1×2 as a sub-chord diagram.
Now let n ≥ 3 and suppose that for arbitrary k < n, if w is a word of size k,
then the theorem holds. For the final part of the proof we treat the right and left
implications separately.
(⇒): Let w be of size n and suppose w is 1-reducible. Let Mw be the set of
maximal subwords of w. Then w′ = w −Mw is 1-reducible, hence, by induction
hypothesis, the chord diagram of w′ does not contain C1×2 as a sub-chord dia-
gram. By Remark 5, the chords in C associated with the words in Mw , have no
intersection with the chords in C associated with w′. Then if C1×2 is a sub-chord
diagram of C, C1×2 must be a sub-chord diagram of the chords in C associated
with the words in Mw. However, since a pair of chords associated with two dis-
tinct double occurrence words in Mw cannot intersect (Remark 5), it follows that
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C1×2 must be a sub-chord diagram of the chords associated with a single word
u ∈ Mw . But this cannot be the case by Remark 4. Thus, C does not contain
C1×2 as a sub-chord diagram and so the right implication is proved.
(⇐): Let w be a word of size n and suppose C does not contain C1×2 as a
sub-chord diagram. Let a ∈ Σ and let C′ denote the chord diagram of w′ = w−a.
Since C′ does not contain C1×2 as a sub-chord diagram, it follows by induction
hypothesis that w′ is 1-reducible. Let Mw′ denote the set of maximal subwords
of w′.
We claim that w has a maximal subword. If for some u ∈Mw′ , u is a subword
of w, then we are done. Since a has only two occurrences in w, it follows that
if |Mw′ | ≥ 3, then there exists u ∈ Mw′ such that u ⊑ w and we are done.
Assume |Mw′ | ≤ 2. If Mw′ = {u, v} such that u and v are not subwords of
w, then we can write u = u1u2 and v = v1v2 such that u1au2 and v1av2 are
subwords of w. Since u and v are not subwords of w, we have that u1, u2, v1, and
v2 are non-empty. Since u1, u2, v1, and v2 are non-empty, it follows that they
cannot be double occurrence words (Remark 3), hence, the chord for a intersects
a chord from u and a chord from v. Since the chords from u and v do not
intersect by Remark 5, it follows that C1×2 is a sub-chord diagram of C which is
a contradiction. Lastly, we consider Mw′ = {u} in which u is not a subword of
w. Let us write u = u1u2u3 so that u
′ = u1au2au3 is a subword of w. If u2 is
empty, then aa is a subword of w which is maximal or contained in a maximal
subword of w. Assume u2 is non-empty. If u is a repeat word, then the chord
of a in w must intersect all chords of u, else, C1×2 is a sub-chord diagram of C.
Since all of the chords of u′ intersect, then the word is a maximal repeat word in
w. Now assume u = a1a2 · · · anan · · · a2a1 is a return word. Then the chord of a
can intersect at most one chord from u, else, C1×2 is a sub-chord diagram of C.
Suppose a intersects a chord, say with label ai. If i = n, then aanaan or anaana
is a maximal repeat word in w. If i 6= n, then ai+1ai+2 · · · anan · · · ai+2ai+1 is
a maximal return word in w. Otherwise, assume a intersects no chords from u.
Then u′ is a maximal return word of w.
By the above claim, we can apply reduction operation 1 to w to obtain a
word w′ of size < n. Since C does not contain C1×2 as a sub-chord diagram, the
chord diagram of w′ also does not contain C1×2. By induction hypothesis, w
′ is
1-reducible. Thus, w is 1-reducible.
The preceding theorem tells us that if C1×2 is a sub-chord diagram of C
which corresponds to a double occurrence word w, then in any reduction of w
we absolutely must apply reduction operation 2. What it does not tell us is
how many times we must apply reduction operation 2. The following lemma and
theorem aim to do just that.
Lemma 3. Let w be a double occurrence word with chord diagram C and let w′
be the word obtained from w by application of reduction operation 1 with chord
diagram C′. If C1×2 is a sub-chord diagram of C and b is a chord in C1×2, then b
is also a chord in C′.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that b is not a chord in C′. Then b must belong to
some maximal subword u of w. Since b is a chord in C1×2, b either intersects the
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other two chords in C1×2, or b intersects another chord in C1×2 which intersects
the third chord in C1×2. Then by Remark 5, since u is a double occurrence
word, we have that the three letters that correspond to the chords in C1×2 are
letters in u, hence, C1×2 is a sub-chord diagram of the chords that correspond to
u. However, since u is a repeat word or a return word, then by Remark 4, this
cannot be the case. This gives a contradiction.
Theorem 2. Let w be a double occurrence word with corresponding chord diagram
C and let 2 ≤ n ≤ m be integers. If C contains the chord diagram in Figure 6 as
a sub-chord diagram, then NI(w) ≥ n+ 1.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
...
.
.
.
c
c
c
c
c
d d d
d
1
2
n−2
n−1
n
1
2
m−1
m
Figure 6: Chord diagram Cn×m
Proof. Let Cn×m denote the chord diagram in Figure 6. Note that each chord
in Cn×m is a chord in some C1×2 as a sub-chord diagram of Cn×m, hence, as a
sub-chord diagram of C. Then by Lemma 3, if we apply reduction operation 1
some number of times to w to obtain w′, then Cn×m remains a sub-chord diagram
of the chord diagram of w′. Then we must apply reduction operation 2 to remove
any letter from w corresponding to some chord in Cn×m. Further, note that if we
remove a chord from Cn×m by removing the corresponding letter with reduction
operation 2, then every chord in the resulting chord diagram C′n×m is also a
chord in some C1×2 as a sub-chord diagram of C
′
n×m. Hence, by Lemma 3, we
are required to apply reduction operation 2 again. This necessity of applying
reduction operation 2 continues until one of the following occurs.
(i) The letters that correspond to the chords c1, . . . , cn have all been removed
by n applications of reduction operation 2,
(ii) the letters that correspond to the chords d1 . . . , dm have all been removed
by m applications of reduction operation 2, or
(iii) the letters that correspond to m− 1 chords di and n− 1 chords cj have all
been removed by n+m− 2 applications of reduction operation 2.
Since n ≤ m ≤ n +m − 2, it follows that we must apply reduction operation 2
a minimum of n times for any reduction of w. This gives NI(w) ≥ n. Now since
there are still chords left over from Cn×m, we see that w has not been reduced to
the empty word and so at least one additional reduction operation is necessary
to complete a reduction of w. Thus, NI(w) ≥ n+ 1.
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Corollary 2. For all n ∈ N, there exists a double occurrence word w with
NI(w) = n.
Proof. We have NI(11) = 1, NI(123231) = 2 and for n ≥ 3, by Theorem 2, we can
take w to be a word corresponding to the chord diagram C(n−1)×(n−1) in Figure 6
to get NI(w) = n.
We now introduce some notions to rephrase the characterization of 1-reducible
double occurrence words in terms of its subwords.
Definition 10. If w = a1a2 · · · an and u = ai1ai2 · · · aik such that i1, i2, . . . , ik ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n} and i1 ≤ i2 ≤ · · · ≤ ik, then we say that u is a sparse subword of w.
Definition 11. Let w and w′ be double occurrence words. If there exists a sparse
subword u of w such that w′ = uasc then we say that w′ is inherent in w.
Corollary 3. Let w be a double occurrence word. Then w is 1-reducible if and
only if neither 123213, 123132, nor 121323 is inherent in w.
Proof. Since the words 123213, 123132, and 121323 correspond to chord diagram
C1×2 in Figure 5, it follows that one of the words is inherent in w if and only if
C1×2 is a sub-chord diagram of the chord diagram for w. Then by Theorem 1,
the result follows.
4.2 Nesting index and circle graphs
A circle graph is a graph G = (V,E) obtained from a chord diagram C in the
following way. For each chord in C, we designate a vertex v ∈ V and for distinct
v1, v2 ∈ V , we have {v1, v2} ∈ E if and only if chords v1 and v2 intersect in
C. Some define a circle graph as the intersection graph of a chord diagram.
Figure 7(c) gives the circle graph representation of the double occurrence word
1212.
21
(a) Assembly graph of
1212
2
2
1
1
(b) Chord diagram of
1212
1
2
(c) Circle graph of 1212
Figure 7: Various representations of the double occurrence word 1212
In the previous subsection we found some interesting relationships between
the nesting index of a word and the chord diagram of that word. This prompts
the question whether any relationships can be found between the nesting index
12
of a double occurrence word and its circle graph. The following observations,
although not a resounding “no” to the question, do show that the nesting index
is not an invariant of circle graphs.
Let us consider the words w1 and w2 of size n ≥ 1 with the following form
w1 = 1234 · · · (2n− 1)(2n)(2n− 1)(2n) · · · 3421,
w2 = 12123434 · · · (2n− 1)(2n)(2n − 1)(2n).
One can easily verify that for arbitrary n ≥ 1, we have NI(w1) = n and NI(w2) =
1. Also, Figure 8 shows that the two words correspond to the same circle graph.
Then for arbitrary n ≥ 1, we can find words of size n that correspond to the same
circle graph and whose nesting indices differ by n− 1.
1
2
3
4
1
2
.
.
.
2n−1
2n−1
2n
2n
4
3
(a) Chord diagram of w1
2
1
1
2
4
3
34
.
.
.2n−1
2n
2n−1
2n
(b) Chord diagram of w2
1 3
2n
2n−12n−3
2n−22 4
...
(c) Circle graph of w1 and w2
Figure 8: Two words that correspond to the same circle graph with arbi-
trarily large differences in nesting indices
4.3 Concluding remarks
In the previous sections, we introduced the notion of a nesting index as an invari-
ant of assembly graphs. We gave a characterization of words that are 1-reducible.
We showed that the nesting index is not an invariant of circle graphs. Now we
conclude the paper with some conjectures and open questions.
The counts in Table 1 motivate the following conjecture. Let n ≥ 1 be an
integer and let s be the number of non-zero squares less than n. Then the number
of letters needed to construct a word with nesting index n is n− s.
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Despite the comments made on the circle graphs in relation to the nesting
index, we still believe there are some interesting questions on the topic. Given a
circle graph and a maximal set of words that realize it, when do those words have
the same nesting index? Let S be a set of double occurrence words with the same
circle graph and same nesting index. Does there exist an integer N , independent
of S, such that |S| ≤ N?
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